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ABSTRACT
The official personal and privatesaving statistics contain a number of
conceptual measurement errors. In thispaper we develop and analyze personal
and private saving measures adjusted for thedifference between income tax
payments and actual liabilities, saving via netpurchases of government pension
assets (including social security) andconsumer durables, and that part of
after-tax interest income attributable to inflation.
We find that the adjusted personal andprivate saving rates in recent
years are only slightly below their post—1950averages, not at all time lows as
reported in the official NIPA statistics.Furthermore, over the past 35 years,
personal saving has been more volatile andcorporate saving less volatile than
the official measures. Also, the inflationpremium corrections remove the
negative correlation between personal andcorporate saving. That is, the often
observed negative correlation between theofficial measures of personal and
corporate saving is due solely to measurement errors in thetwo series.
Finally, the decrease in federal governmentsaving in the 1980s is the
continuation of a 30-year trend, not a one-timeaberration.
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Many researchers define saving synonymously withthe change in real
wealth: net worth at the end of theperiod less net worth (revalued to current
prices) at the beginning of the period.'Saving, then, would be the change in
real resources available for future consumption.2While this change is
certainly an important variable worthy of seriousinvestigation, the ex post
change in real wealth in most periods islargely the result of unexpected
wealth changes (stock market gainsor losses, housing and land booms, etc.).
That is, the change in real wealth isgenerally dominated by real asset price
changes, not planned decisions to increaseor decrease the accumulation of
3
wealth.
Alternatively, and more customarily, saving is definedin flow terms as
income less consumption and taxes. Giveninitial wealth and expectations
regarding after—tax income and real capitalgains, saving and consumption are
simultaneously determined. Movements in savingrates, then, lead observers to
conclusions regarding the impacts of policieson behavior. For example, a
decline in the personal saving rateimmediately following both the introduction
of IRA accounts and a sharp increase in
real interest rates might lead one to
conclude that IRAs have not encouragedsaving and that saving is highly
interest inelastic. However, if thesaving decline were due to mismeasurement,
then one or both of these conclusionscould be incorrect.
The proper conceptual measurement ofpersonal and private saving is the
subject of this paper. The official NationalIncome and Product Accounts
(NIPA) saving series are increased toreflect saving via net purchases of—2—
The need for these adjustments is well understood (see Blades and Sturni 1982,
for example); our intended contribution is the careful implementation of the
adjustments and analysis of the resulting adjusted saving series.
The plan of the paper is as follows. We begin with a discussion of the
problems in the official measurement of personal and corporate saving and then
propose adjustments to correct the official series. Next, the adjusted
personal and private saving rates are computed and analyzed. Finally, personal
saving equations are estimated on annual data for the 1952—85 period to verify
that the proposed conceptual adjustments are consistent with the data, i.e.,
the estimated coefficients on the adjustments are significantly different from
zero and not significantly different from their expected values (plus or minus
unity). While such macro relationships are subject to the Auerbach-Kotlikoff
critique (1986), the estimates seem appropriate for the task at hand.
A number of interesting findings are obtained. First, correctly measured
personal and private saving rates in recent years (1983-85) are 5% (not
percentage points) below their averages since 1950, not, as reported in the
official statistics, at all time lows and 20% below their post—1950averages.
Second, the personal saving rate has been more volatile over the past 35 years
than the official data indicate. Third, corporate saving has been less
volatile, as Auerbach (1982) found. Fourth, the often observed negative
correlation between personal and corporate saving is due solely to measurement
error (the negatively correlated inflation premia in the two saving
components). Fifth, both personal and private saving have rebounded somewhat
in recent years (1983-85), again in contrast to the official series.— 3-.
I. Adjustments to Personal and CorporateSaving
Saving is generally calculated residually as the differencebetween
income received and certain outlays made.For personal saving, income received
includes wages and salaries, dividends,rents, interest, and transfers; for
business saving, income is profits.Outlays for both include consumption
expenditures ("dividends" and "depreciation" forbusinesses), taxes and
interest paid. For our purposes, it isconvenient to define saving as
SNIA =INC—CEXP—TAX—NINTP, (1)
where SNIA is NIPA saving, INC is income otherthan interest received, CEXP is
consumption expenditures, TAX is tax payments and NINTP isnet interest
payments (interest paid less interest received).Thus, measurement errors in
income or in any of the terms subtracted fromit will be embedded in saving,
dollar-for—dollar. Significant conceptualerrors are generally made in the
measurement of personal income, consumption, andnet interest income of both
persons and businesses. Before turning to the adjustmentsnecessary to correct
these errors, we explain why and hownoncorporate business saving is included
in personal saving rather than beingaggregated with corporate saving into a
broad total business category.
A. Integration of Households andNoncorporate Businesses
Private saving is the sum of household andbusiness saving, but the
components of saving reported in the NIPA arepersonal and corporate saving.
That is, saving of noncorporate businessesis integrated with that of
households into personal saving. Thuscorporate and noncorporate business
saving are treated decidedly different.— —
Inthe NIPA, two categories of noncorporate nonfinancial business are
delineated: sole-proprietorships-and-partnerships and other-private-business.
The first category is further subdivided into farm and nonfarm, the second into
real estate and other. The other—private distinction is apparently 'for
household "portfolio" rental activities, such as owning a small duplex or
shares in rental or oil and gas partnerships. Such portfolio activities, being
analogous to purchases of REIT5 and other corporate shares, certainly should be
integrated with household personal accounts. However, farm and nonf arm sole
proprietorships and partnerships are businesses, and the retention of earnings
within these enterprises seems no different than the retention within
corporations .
Unfortunately,the division of proprietorship and rental income between
wages earned and capital income is unclear. Moreover, following the residual
definition of saving as income less outlays, one would need to allocate
household expenditures, taxes, and interest paid between personal and business
activities. Given the impossibility of separating any of the right—hand side
variables in equation (1) into their personal and business components,
"household" and noncorporate business income and expenses are fully integrated
and the resulting saving measure is labelled personal saving.
Table 1 illustrates the effects of integration on the 1985 household
balance sheet. The underlying data, which include market values of tangible
assets and corporate equity, are from the Board of Governors (1986). In these
data, nonfinancial business activity is divided among corporate, farm
(including a small amount of corporate), and nonf arm noncorporate. Longer-term
financial asset and liability series have been converted frompar to market
values (the data in parentheses are par values) using updated bond price























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the basic household data (plus nonprofit organizations and personal trusts);
the second column is the noncorporate data (plus a small amount for corporate
farms); and the third column is the integrated household—noncorporate accounts.
For comparison purposes, the data for nonfinancial corporations (excluding
farms) are listed in the fourth column. As can be seen, the basic household
sector has about $5 trillion in tangible assets (two—thirds is owner—occupied
housing and the land it is on and over three-quarters of the rest is consumer
durables), almost $6 trillion in financial assets, nearly $4½ trillion in
corporate and noncorporate equity, and $2½ trillion in debt ($1½ trillion of
which is mortgages). Household net worth is thus about $13 trillion.
The nearly $2½ trillion of household noncorporate equity represents
claims on over $3 trillion of tangible assets, as well as nearly a trillion of
net debt. Almost half of the tangible assets is land, largely for farming, and
half of the remainder is rental housing. Thus, the merged household—
noncorporate balance sheet in column 3 looks far different than the basic
household balance sheet,
The balance sheet of nonfinancial corporations differs greatly from that
of nonfinancial noncorporate business, owing to the large role of corporations
in manufacturing and their small roles in rental housing (less than 5 percent
of the stock) and farming (which is in the noncorporate accounts anyway). In
addition, corporations have far larger holdings of financial assets than do
noncorporate businesses. Noteworthy is the large difference between the net
worth of corporations computed residually from the balance sheet ($3238
billion) and the market value of household corporate equity holdings ($1906
billion). About half the difference reflects indirect household equity— 7..
holdings via their life insurance and pensionreserves. The other half is the
oft noted difference between the replacementcost and market value of corporate
assets (Tobin's q being less than unity).
B. Conceptual Saving Adjustments
Household retirement transactions with theprivate sector are accounted
for correctly in the computation ofsaving. A dollar "contributed" to a
retirement plan is a dollar of income not consumedand thus a dollar of saving.
Similarly, a dollar of interest earned on retirementaccounts and not consumed
is a dollar of saving. Finally, a dollar ofbenefits received and not consumed
does not affect measured saving; cumulated wealthis simply being transferred
from one asset form to another.Unfortunately, the treatment of government
retirement accounts in the official NIPAsaving statistics is far different.5
A dollar contributed to a government retirementplan or social security, or
accrued as interest on either, is not included inpersonal income and thus is
not counted as a dollar of saving. Also, allbenefits received are classified
as income (transfer payments), and thus raisesaving, even though a part of
benefits are certainly a return of principalor interest. Because
contributions and interest earned exceed benefitspaid in a growing retirement
system, the net result of this asymmetric treatment isan understatement of
income and thus of saving.
Theoretical models of consumption andsaving behavior (for example, the
Life Cycle Hypothesis, the Permanent IncomeHypothesis, and their derivatives)
are stated in terms of the consumption of serviceflows. These flows, rather
than consumption expenditures, are a determinantof household utility. Thus
saving is the deferral of consumption of service flows.To be consistent with
theory, only the consumption of service flows shouldbe subtracted from income;
the component of consumer expendituresrepresenting net investment in consumer—8—
durable goods should properly be considered saving. Official NIPA measures of
personal saving, however, are based upon the subtraction of all consumption
expenditures, rather than service flows only, and thus understate personal
saving.
A major problem with both household and business saving statistics is the
measurement of interest income received and paid during inflationary periods.
The expectation of net capital losses on fixed—dollar financial assets due to
inflation leads to the incorporation of an inflation premium in nominal
interest rates to compensate investors for the expected losses. Part of
household and business stocks of fixed—dollar assets are being converted into
flows (the inflation premium component) that are recorded inappropriately as
interest income received. Conversely, part of household and business stocks of
financial liabilities are being eroded, and the associated inflation premium is
wrongly recorded as interest paid. These inflation premia obviously rise with
the inflation rate. Because households are net creditors, the overstatement of
interest paid is less than the overstatement of interest received. Thus
personal saving is overstated. Because corporations are net debtors, corporate
saving is understated.
The above discussion is summarized in Table 2: line 1 contains the
official measure of the various variables used to compute saving, line 2 lists
the conceptual error, line 3 indicates the effect of the error on the saving
measures, and line 4 states the required corrections to the official series.
Note that business income is defined to include the NIPA capital consumption

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































One final point: corporate income taxes are measured on an accrual
basis, while personal income taxes are on a cash basis. Because individuals
plan consumption and saving over a period of years, not weeks, the appropriate
measurement convention is the accrual method (see Peek 1982). Thus household
tax payments need to be converted to an accrual basis.
C. Actual Consumption, Income and Tax Adjustments
Some of the adjustments to the official saving series are straight-forward.
For the personal consumption mismeasurement, net (of depreciation) purchases of
consumer durables (SCDOR) are added;7 for the government employee life
insurance and pension adjustment to personal income, net purchases of
government life insurance and pension reserves (SGPEN) are added. Each of
these series is available from the Federal Reserve Flow of Funds Accounts.
As for social security, Blades and Sturm (1982) argue that contributions
plus accrued interest less benefits should be added to personal saving.8 This
procedure seems appropriate if social security promises a fair market return.
However, if social security is a bad investment, then some of the contribution
should be viewed as a tax paid, and if social security is an extraordinary
investment, then households are receiving a transfer payment above and beyond
their contribution. More generally, the addition to personal saving should be
(l+8)cON +ImACCON-BENE,
where CON is current contributions, ACCON is the implicit cumulated stock of
contributions and past interest earned, BENE is benefits paid, m is the fair
market interest rate, and the sign (and magnitude) of 8 depends on how much the
promised return on social security, i5, exceeds or falls short of the market
rate of return:
> .s>.51
8 0 as 1 1—11—
Unfortunately, 8 and ACCON are not known. Thus, ouradjustment for social
security is more conjectural than our other adjustments.
Munnefl, speculating that households might view socialsecurity Old-Age
and Survivors Insurance (OASI) contributionsas saving, added them to official
saving (1977, Figure 6—1, P. 115). Adding contributionsto saving is the
correct adjustment if one assumes that the transfercomponent of contributions,
8CON, plus accrued interest at the market interestrate equals benefits
received. This equality mayhaveheld approximately during the 1950s, 1960s
and l970s. For example, the equality wouldhold if contributions equaled
benefits (approximately correct since themiddle 1950s), accumulated
contributions equalled 25 times benefitspaid, the market interest rate were
0.03, and the return on social securitywere perceived to be sufficiently above
market that 25 cents of transfersaccompanied every dollar of contributions (8
=0.25).We adopt this assumption as aworking hypothesis and thus add OASI
Contributions (both employee and employer) topersonal saving, denoting the
adjustment as SSSEC. The contributions dataare from U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, 1986, Table 15,P. 81.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, theneed to revise benefits downward
and contributions upward (lower is relativeto and thus lower 8) became
clear. Declining birth rates, increasedlife expectancy, and likely slower
real growth were all contributing factors(McSteen, 1985). Legislation in
1983, which advanced scheduled tax rateincreases, taxed half of benefits above
a fixed nominal total income level, and raisedthe retirement age for future
retirees, confirmed expectations of a reduced8. To account for a decline in
8, we freeze the OASI adjustment at its 1980real level of $119.5 billion
(SSSEC8O) for the entire 1981—85 period. The
difference between SSSEC and
SSSEC8O is roughly $10 billion in 1981—83and $35 billion in 1984—85.12
Figure 1 contains SGPEN, SGPEN plus SSSEC (or SSSEC8O), and the sumof
SGPEN, SSSEC (or SSSEC8O) and SCDUR in constant 1982 dollars. Net purchases of
government life insurance and pension reserves and social security OASI
contributions have risen monotonically from $6 and $10 billion, respectively,
in the early l950s to $60 and $155 billion ($120 billion with the 1980s
adjustment) in the middle l980s. The net durables series has a strong cyclical
component as well as an upward trend. On a trend basis, the series has risen,
erratically, from $30 billion in the early 1950s (1950 and 1951 data were
greatly affected by the outbreak of the Korean War) to $90 billion in the
middle 1980s.
The personal income tax timing adjustment (STAX) is the difference
between NIPA federal personal income tax payments and federal personal income
tax accruals as calculated by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The latter
series is based on individual income tax return data adjusted for liability
changes due to audits, amended returns, and additional assessments.9 Most of
the difference between payments and accruals (which has fluctuated between —7
and +16 billion 1982 dollars) arises because the net refund for tax year t is
included in the liabilities of year t and in the cash payments of year t+l.
The major fluctuations in the net refund series are due to differences in the
timing and magnitude of the changes in income tax rates and the corresponding
withholding schedules.
D. Inflation Premium Adjustments
A simple specification of the inflation premium is the product of the
anticipated inflation rate and the stock of net fixed—income assets (see, for
example, Jump1980) Thisspecification implies immediate, complete
adjustment of interest income to the current anticipated inflation rate. In
fact, net interest income included in personal saving did not adjust anywhere
near this rapidly during the 1965—79 period of rising inflation. First,—13—
binding interest rate ceilings on at least some demand andsavings accounts
have existed in the United States since theearly l960s. Once these nominal
interest rate ceilings became binding, themonetary interest payments on such
assets incorporated an additional inflationpremium only as rapidly as ceiling
interest rates were raised. Second, while additionalinterest from financial
institutions was imputed to individuals when interestrates (inflation) rose,
imputed interest responded sluggishly to interest rateincreases. Third, a
significant part of fixed-coupon household assets andliabilities are long-
term. For these instruments, couponreceipts/payments adjust to an increase in
interest rates only over time as new bondsare issued to replace maturing bonds
(yields adjust immediately via a decline in the marketprice of the
instruments). Thus, the inflation component of NIPAinterest income and
expenses substantially lagged the increase in the anticipatedinflation rate.
(The adjustment to a decrease in inflation willoccur more rapidly to the
extent that refinancing results in highcoupons being replaced by lower coupons
and deposit rate floors do not exist.) Anotherproblem with this simple
specification of the inflation premium is that thetax liabilities incurred on
monetary interest income are ignored: only the net—of—taxinflation premium
component is available to individuals to maintain the realvalue of their net
financial assets during an inflationaryperiod. If the real value falls by
more than the net—of-tax premium, then anuncompensated real capital loss is
incurred.
Similar arguments can be made against sucha specification for the
inflation premium in business net interestpaid. Interest payments increase
sluggishly when interest rates rise because some debt islong term. Moreover,
interest is fully tax deductible, so thecost of the erosion of outstanding
debt is only the net-of-tax inflationpremium.— 14—
We have constructed inflation premium adjustments for personal and
corporate saving that are based on the relevant measures of NIPA net interest
income (persons) and net interest expense (businesses). Table 3 presents the
components of the net interest measures for 1985. Household net interest
received equals monetary interest paid to persons and noncorporate businesses,
plus imputed interest received by persons from life insurance carriers and
private noninsured pension plans, less monetary interest paid by consumers
(excluding mortgage interest on owner—occupied housing and nonprofit capital).
Mortgage interest on owner occupied housing and nonprofit capital is excluded
in this calculation because this interest is included in both personal income
and consumer expenditures (housing services) and thus nets out in the
calculation of personal saving. Imputed interest received by persons from
banks, credit agencies, and investment companies is omitted because it, too, is
included in both personal income and consumer expenditures (in the latter as
services furnished without payment by financial intermediaries). Finally,
imputed interest received by noncorporate business is not included in their net
income (and hence in personal income), being both an income item and an expense
item and thus irrelevant to the saving calculation. Turning to nonfinancial
corporations, their net interest paid is simply monetary interest paid less
monetary interest received. Imputed interest received by nonfinancial
corporations from financial institutions is omitted because it is both an
income and expense item.
In general, the before.'tax inflation premium component added to personal
saving is calculated as:
SINFPERBT =(RINTPERRINTPER5O)APER, (2)
where APER represents the stock of the relevant household net fixed—income






C as Business to Business 150.0
Net Paid after Adjustment 93.1
Net Household
Interest Received
aIld 91.0 billionof imputed interest from life insurancecarriers and
private pension plans, but not $63.9 billionfrom banks, credit agencies and
investment companies. These figurescome from an unpublished BEA series (the
interest component of Table 8.8, line50).
bIncludesOnly monetary interest received.
Clncludes intereston mortgages financing owner-occupiedhousing and capital
owned and used by nonprofitorganizations.
Source: MIPA, Table 8.8.
—J. 5—
Table 3: Interest Income Received andPaid, 1985
(billions of dollars)
Households










household net interest series just discussed to APER, and RINTPER5O is the 1950
value of RINTPER. This procedure allocates any increase in interest income
(adjusted for the growth in net financial assets) to our inflation component
measure. It is likely that the inflation premium component in 1950, if any,
was extremely small. To the extent that this component was nonzero, our
measure differs from the true component by a small constant.
To obtain the after—tax inflation premium, SINFPER, we divide the
inflation premium into its taxable and nontaxable components and multiply the
former by (l-TXINT), where TXINT is the assumed tax rate on interest income)2
The nontaxable portion is associated with the interest income from life
insurance and private pension fund reserves and net holdings of state and local
government bonds. The after-tax inflation premium is the sum of the nontaxable
portion and the after-tax taxable portion.
The above equation implicitly assumes that the real interest rate built
into interest income was constant during the 1950—85 period.13 Because an
increase in the real interest rate in the early 1980s is well documented
(Clarida and Friedman 1983 and Hendershott 1986), we have constructed an
inflation premium with a special adjustment for the early l980s, SINFPER8O.
This premium allows for the gradual adjustment of interest income to a three
percentage point increase in real interest rates in 1981. Based on an
examination of the difference between RINTPER and the Livingston expected
inflation data for the 1978—85 period, the SINFPER8O calculation assumes that
the real interest rate incorporated in interest income was one percentage point
higher in 1981, two points higher in 1982 and three points higher during 1983-
85. This is equivalent to adding one, two, and three percentage points to the
value of RINTPER5O for 1981, 1982 and 1983-85, respectively.—17--
The after—tax inflation premium component netted fromcorporate saving is
calculated directly as
SINFCOR =(l-TxcOR)(RINTcOR -RINTCOR5O)ACOR, (3)
where TXCOR is the maximum corporate tax rate and theother variables are
defined analogously to those used in the personal inflationpremium adjustment
except that they refer to net interest paid by nonfinancialcorporations on
their stock of net debt.'4 SINFCOR8O is SINFCQRcalculated with the same
adjustment to RINTCOR5O made to RINTPER5O in the calculation ofSINFPER8O.
Figure 2 contains graphs of SINFPER, SINFCOR, SINFPER8O andSINFcOR8O,
again in 1982 dollars. The upward surge in the series,owing to both rising
inflation (interest rates) and growing real net stocksof financial assets
(households) and liabilities (corporations), is clear. Theseries rise from
under a billion to peaks of $127 billion ($95 billionwith the real rate
adjustment) for persons and $38 billion ($33 billion) forcorporations. In
general, the business premium is 25 to 35 percent of the householdpremium. An
exception is the 1969—75 period, where the business premiumaveraged nearly 45
percent of the household premium. Prior to the late l970s whenderegulation of
many deposit rates and the growth of money market funds made householdinterest
income responsive to interest rate changes, thebusiness premium rose relative
to the household premium when interest rates increasedand fell when interest
rates decreased. The relatively high business premium inthe 1969—75 period
reflected much higher interest rates relative to thel960s.
II. Official and Adjusted Saving Rates
Our adjusted personal saving series incorporates thefive adjustments to
SNIA described above. The first four adjustmentsare added to SNIA, while the
inflation component is subtracted. Adjustedpersonal saving is thus:—18—
SADJPER =SNIAPER+SCDUR+SGPEN+SSSEC8O+STAX-SINFPER8O. (4)
To obtain an adjusted personal saving rate, we divide the adjusted series by
adjusted disposable income (and multiply by 100). The adjustments to
disposable income are those indicated in the income and net—interest—paid
columns of Table 2 and the tax timing adjustment. The adjusted income series
is calculated as:
YDADJ =YDNIA+STAX+SGPEN÷ SSSEC8O -YINF8O, (5)
where YDNIA is NIPA personal disposable income, and YINF8O is the inflation
premium adjustment for disposable income. The latter is computed from a
relationship similar to equation (2), but with the interest income (adjusted
for the rise in real rates in the l980s) and net asset stock series redefined
appropriately. The interest income series is increased by including imputed
interest paid on personal demand deposits by financial institutions and by not
excluding interest paid to business; the net asset stock is increased by the
demand deposits and home mortgage and other debt of households. In terms of
Table 3, we add the $63.9 billion of imputed interest paid to households by
banks, credit agencies and investment companies and both the $150.0 billion of
mortgage interest and the $82.6 billion of other interest paid to business by
households to our 1985 total of $225.4 billion, arriving at an adjusted total
of $521.9 billion.
Our adjusted corporate saving series includes only the inflation premium
adjustment:
SADJCOR =SNIACOR+SINFCOR8O, (6)-19-
where SNIACOR already incorporates the NIPAcapital consumption and inventory
valuation adjustments. Owing to the inflationpremium adjustment, the ratio of
adjusted corporate saving to adjusted officialdisposable income is 12 percent
greater, on average, than the ratio of officialcorporate saving to official
disposable income. However, the standard deviation ofthe adjusted ratio is 20
percent less. Our adjusted private saving series is thesum of the adjusted
personal and corporate rates:
SADJPRI=SADJPER+SADJCOR.
(7)
Figures3and 4 present the adjusted and officialpersonal and private
saving rates, respectively. The most obvious differencein the adjusted and
official series is their average values. Givenour additions to official
saving, the adjusted personal series is 6½percentagepoints greater than the
official, on average, while the adjusted privaterate is 7 percentage points
greater. Moreover, the differences between theadjusted and official series
are far larger since 1970 than in the l950s andearly l960s. The trend
increase in the differences is the result oftrends in our adjustments.
The retirement contributions (governmentemployees pension and social security)
correction has a strong upward trend,adding 2 percentage points to saving
rates in the early l950s but 7percentage points in the 1980s. The inflation
premium correction also has an upward trend,rising from zero to over 4
percentage points (for personal saving) in theearly 1980s, before tailing off.
No trends exist in the durables and taxtiming adjustments.
The retirement correction and the differencebetween it and the
inflation premium corrections forpersonal and private saving, respectively,
are plotted in Figure 5. As can beseen, the difference (the net adjustment to—20—
saving) raises the official personal and private saving rates from 2 percentage
points in 1951 to over 4 (to 5 for private saving) in the middle 1970s, after
which the sum is roughly constant (with a temporary dip in the early l980s).
The adjusted personal saving rate is more volatile than the official
rate; its standard deviation is nearly 70 percent greater. Moreover, the
adjusted rate contains some broad movements that are not evident in the
official rate. In particular, the adjusted saving rate declines from above 14
percent in 1950—51 to about 11 percent in 1958—61 and then rises back to 15
percent in 1966. During the same time span, the official rate moves
erratically within a one and three-quarters percentage point band. The two
series also move differently since 1978. The adjusted series declinesfrom 15
percent to below 12½ percent in 1980-82 and then rises slightly in 1984-85. In
contrast, the official rate is nearly constant at about 7 percent throughout
the 1978—82 period and then drops to 5½ percent in 1983-85. Thatis, the
adjusted series is three—quarters of a percentage point higher in 1983—85 than
in 1980—82, rather than 1½ percentage points lower.
Figure 6 presents the national and government (federal, state and local)
saving rates, both adjusted and unadjusted, as percentages of net national
product. The area between the two pairs of national andgovernment saving rate
lines represents private saving. Less than half ofour adjustment to private
saving represents a net addition to national saving. For the 1950—85period,
the private saving rate (as a percentage of net nationalproduct) is increased
by 5.6 percentage points; the national saving rate is increasedby only 2.5
percentage points (due to the consumer durables adjustment). Theremaining
increase to private saving comes from a 3.1percentage point reduction in the
government saving rate (2.7 federal and 0.4 state and local). Thefederal
government saving adjustment is composed of the tax timingadjustment, the
social security adjustment, about one-quarter of thegovernment employees—21—
pension adjustment (SGPEN), and a portion of the net inflationpremium
adjustment (SINFPER8O-SINFCOR8O). The federalgovernment share of the net
inflation premium adjustment oscillates from 80percent in the 1950s down to
almost 50 percent by the early 1970s and thenback to 80 percent by 1985. The
state and local saving adjustment' iscomposed of the remainder of the SGPEN and
net inflation premium adjustments.
Table 4 contains average national, private andfederal government saving
rates, both official and adjusted, for the 1982—85period and the three
preceding decades: 1952—61, 1962-71, and 1972—81, each ofwhich concluded with
a recession.15 All three official saving ratesare reasonably constant for the
three decades, although the federal and nationalsaving rates were both down by
about a percentage point in the l970s. Incontrast, sharp two percentage point
declines occurred in both the private and federalsaving rates in the 1982-85
period, giving a whopping 4½ point decline in thenational saving rate. The
adjusted saving rate series tell the samestory regarding the declines from
1972-81 to 1982-85, but the context of thesedeclines is far different. For
one thing, the decline in federal saving is nota one—time abberation but the
continuation of a trend. In fact, the decreasefrom 1972—81 to 1982—85 is less
than the decrease from 1962-71 to 1972—81.On the other hand, the decline in
the private saving rate reverses anupward trend so the 1982-85 rate is nearly
a point above the 1952—61 rate, rather than atan all-time low.—22—
Table 4: Official and Adjusted National, Private and Federal
Government Saving Rates (percent of net national product)
National Private Federal Government
Official Adjusted Official Adjusted Official Adjusted
1952—61 7.50 9.55 8.16 12.47 —0.46 —2.35
1962—71 8.48 11.14 9.05 14.72 —0.66 -3.34
1972—81 7.64 10.08 8.64 15.03 —2.06 —5.60
1982—85 3.11 5.38 6.88 13.30 —4.29 —7.55—23—
III. Personal Saving Equation Estimates
Estimates of equations explaining realper capita personal saving are
reported in this section. The primarypurpose of the equations is to provide a
test, albeit crude, of our proposed personalsaving adjustments. If, for
example, an adjustment should have a coefficientof minus unity in an equation
explaining NIPA saving and the estimated coefficientis positive, this would
constitute strong grounds for rejectingour adjustment. The equations are
based on a model of planned wealthaccumulation that includes measures of
wealth, income, capital gains, the GNPgap (all in per capita constant 1982
dollars), the real after-tax interest rate andthe age composition of the
population as explanatory variables (seeHendershott and Peek, 1985a, for a
detailed description of the model). Thissection begins with a discussion of
the variables and estimationprocedure, reports the results, and thenanalyzes
their implications for therelationship between personal and corporatesaving.
A. The Variables and EstimationProcedure
Our disposable labor income measure isequal to the NIPA measures of
wages and salaries, other labor income, anda proportion of proprietor's
income, less labor's share of actualpersonal income tax liabilities and
employee contributions for social insurance,plus the sum of government
employees retirement benefits and SGPEN(equal to contributions plus accrued
interest on cumulated contributions)and both SSSEC8O and OASI benefitpayments
(assumed to equal accrued intereston the stock of cumulated OASI
contributions). The latter additions are neededto make the income measure
consistent with our adjusted saving
measure. Transfer payments are setequal
to NIPA transfer payments less both
government employees retirement benefits
and OASI benefits (which we havereallocated to disposable labor income).—24--
Both adjusted disposable labor income and adjusted transfer payments are
divided into their expected and unexpected components through regression
analysis (see Hendershott and Peek, 1985a, for specific details). The
predicted value from an equation with the variable in question being regressed
on a set of predetermined variables is taken as the expected component; the
residual series from the regression is taken as theproxy for the unexpected
component. We use annual observations for the 1951—85 period. The explanatory
variables for real per capita labor income/transfer payments are fourlagged
values of the dependent variable and one lagged value of each of thefollowing:
real government expenditures, the difference (gap) between potential and actual
real GNP, the real value of the Ml definition of themoney supply, the one-year
after-tax nominal treasury bill yield (RAT), an index of marginalpersonal
income tax rates, and the one-year ahead Livingstonexpected inflation rate
from the December survey (IT). The potential GNP measure is the middle
expansion trend GNP series calculated by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. All
variables except for interest, tax and inflation rates areper capita.
The real net capital gains data were calculated from the Board of
Governors (1986) as in Hendershott and Peek (l985b). We combined household
assets and liabilities (including noncorporate businessholdings) into three
categories:(1) tangible capital (residential structures, consumer durable
goods, land, and the plant and equipment and inventories of nonprofit
institutions and noncorporate business), (2) corporateequities, held both
directly and indirectly through household life insurance and pension fund
reserves, and (3) all other financial assets less liabilities. The real
capital gains measures were divided into their expected andunexpected
components using a regression procedure similar to that used for the labor
income and transfer variables. The capital gainsregressions have the ratio of
net capital gains to the beginning-of—period stock ofassets as the dependent—25—
variable. The explanatory variables includefour lagged values of the
dependent variable, the expected inflationrate, and lagged values of the first
differences of all the explanatory variablesin the labor income/transfer
equations. For the equities equation we also includeboth our adjusted
corporate saving variable lagged one period dividedby the beginning-of-perj
stock of corporate equities and thetop corporate income tax rate.
Table 5 presents estimates ofpersonal saving equations with and without
our tax timing, government pension, socialsecurity, and inflation premium
adjustments. The consumer durables adjustmentcannot be employed as a
regressor because it is an endogenous decision variable)6According to the
Life Cycle/Permanent IncomeHypothesis, individuals choose their level of
consumption (durable plus nondurable) subject to theirbudget constraint. Not
only do they choose the level of theirconsumption, but they also choose its
composition; they can substitute more or less durableservices for nondurables
and scrvices within their totalconsumption. In contrast, consumer choice over
government employees pension or socialsecurity contributions and the inflation
premium in interest income is severelylimited, and thus these adjustments can
be employed as regressors. Thehypothesized minus one coefficient on the
consumer durables adjustment is imposed inour estimation by adding this
adjustment to NIPA saving and using thissum as the dependent variable.
Regressors considered, in addition to oursaving adjustments and the
income and capital gains variablespreviously described, include: the
beginning_of_period stock of real household wealth(with financial assets and
liabilities converted from par to marketvalues) from Board of Governors (1986);
the share of the population over 64 fromthe Council of Economic Advisers,
1987; the GNP gap; and theone-year after-tax expected real interest rate from
the previous December, calculatedas RAT -i. Boththe population share and—26—
real interest rate variables (less their mean values) have been multiplied by
expected adjusted disposable labor income. Allofthe dollar variables are per
capita constant 1982 dollar magnitudes.
The rather high correlations between pairs of explanatory variables make
it very difficult to pinpoint the individual effects of the variables on
personal saving. For example, the pairwise correlations between wealth,
expected labor income, expected transfers, share of population over 64,
SINFPER8O, SGPEN and SSSEC8O are each above 0.9. Furthermore, the pairwise
correlations of each of these variables with expected capital gains on net
financial assets ranges between —0.76 and -0.92. First—differencing the data
substantially reduces the collinearity between pairs of explanatory variables.
Consequently, each equation in Table 5 has been estimated using first—
differenced data. To simplify the exposition and topreserve degrees of
freedom, we have combined the expected and unexpected components of disposable
labor income, which tended to have very similar estimated coefficients.
Similarly, because the estimated coefficients on expected transfer payments,
expected and unexpected capital gains on net financial assets, and unexpected
capital gains on tangible assets tended to be statistically insignificant (and
in many cases, quite erratic) across the various saving equation
specifications, they have been omitted from the equations presented in the
table. Finally, the one-year after—tax real Treasury bill ratewas omitted




Columns (1) and (2) in Table 5 areestimated with data from the full
1952—85 sample period. The first columnexplains personal saving (including
net durables, SNIAPER +SCDUR)without our proposed adjustments.Only the
coefficients on wealth, disposable laborincome, population share, and expected
gains on tangible assets areStatistically significant at the 95 percent
confidence level with the predictedsign, although the unexpected transfer
payments and GNP gap variables contribute to theexplanatory power of the
equation. In column 2, our saving adjustments(without the l980s
modifications) are included as additionalexplanatory variables. Each of the
estimated coefficients on the fouradjustment variables, except that onSSSEC,
is more than two standarderrors from zero with the expected sign; thaton
SSSEC is more than one and a half
standard errors. Moreover, none of thefour
estimated coefficients are more thantwo standard errors away from their
predicted values. However, the pointestimates of the coefficients on both
SGPEN and SINFPER are nearly doubletheir predicted values.
Because the equation underlying column2 makes no special modification
for either the l980s decline in theexpected rate of return on socialsecurity
relative to market interest ratesor the l980s rise in real interestrates, the
estimates are suspect. The problem withthe 1980s observations can besolved
either by eliminating the troublesome1981—85 observations from theestimation
period (column 3) or by retaining the
entire sample period but using the
modified measures of the socialsecurity (SSSEc80) and inflation premium
(SINFPER8O) adjustments (Column 4). Forthe 1952—80 subperjod, each of the
estimated coefficients on thesaving adjustments is within a standarderror of
its predicted value with theexception of that on STAX which is just
slightly
more than a single standard erroraway. All but the inflation premium
coefficient differ significantly from
zero. Alternatively, when SSSEC8O and—28—
Table 5
Personal Saving (Including Net Investment in Consumer Durables Regressions,
Annual Observations for 1952—85
(First Differences of Real Per Capita Data, Standard Errors in Parentheses)
Explanatory Variables (1) (2)a (3)b (4)
Tax Timing — —1.128—1.289—1.044
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SINFPER8O are used as regressors and the equation isestimated over the entire
1952—85 sample period, each of the four coefficientsdiffers significantly from
zero and each of the four is well within a single standarderror of its
predicted value. All of the estimated coefficientsexcept for those on
unexpected transfer payments and unexpected gains oncorporate equities are now
statistically significant with the expected sign. The introductionof the
saving adjustments reduces the standard error of theequation by over 30
percent compared to column 1. Whether we omit the 1981-85observations or
modify the social security and inflation premiumadjustments, we obtain very
similar results. The sharpest differences betweenthe two equations are the
doubling of the GNP gap coefficient and the sharp decline in boththe
unexpected transfer payments coefficient and the standarderror of the
inflation premium adjustment coefficientas we move from column 3 to column 4.
The only problem with the estimates in column4, in our view, is the
magnitude of the population share coefficient. Thiscoefficient implies too
large a negative impact of the aging of the population.In fact, a coefficient
of -1.5 is as large, in absolute value, asseems plausible (Hendershott and
Peek, 1985a, p. 89). Constraining the coefficient to thisvalue (column 5)
makes little difference. The equation standarderror is virtually unchanged,
and none of the individual coefficientschanges by as much as half a standard
deviation. The pension adjustment coefficient isnow slightly more than a
standard error from its expected value)8
Column 6 contains estimates with the coefficientson all the saving
adjustments constrained to their theoretical values. Theseestimates imply
significant positive labor income (coefficient of0.52) and GNP gap (0.78)
responses, and significant negative wealth (—0.042),expected gains on tangible—30—
assets (-0.036), and expected (-0.028) and unexpected (—0.016) corporate equity
gains relationships. The unexpected transfer payments coefficient, in
contrast, is less than half a standard error from zero.
The final equation in Table 5 includes Slemrod's (1986) minutes to
midnight nuclear—fear variable. Increased fear of nuclear holocaust would
likely reduce the propensity to save. When this variable (scaled by expected
disposable labor income) is added to our basic equation, the estimated
coefficient is significantly greater than zero (t—statistic =1.84)19 Of the
other estimated coefficients, only those on the GNP gap and expected gains on
tangible assets change (barely) by as much as half a standard error.2°
How do the various explanatory variables interact to explain the broad
swings in the adjusted personal saving rate discussed earlier, namely the rise
from an average 12% rate in the 1954—64 period to l5½% in the 1966—78period
and then the decline to 12½% in the l980s? The twoupper series plotted in
Figure 7 are the adjusted personal saving rate and the wealth/income ratio.
The negative correlation between the series is obvious. The lower seriesis an
average of the rate of growth in our real adjusted disposable income series for
the current and preceding two years. This average correlatespositively with
the saving rate and negatively with the wealth ratio, although thecorrelations
break down somewhat in the 1969-78 decade. The correlations with thesaving
and wealth ratios indicate the two channels through which real incomegrowth
affects saving: more rapid growth raises the saving ratedirectly, because the
marginal propensity to save exceeds the average, and indirectly, because the
saving rate is negatively related to the wealth-income ratio which falls when
income grows more rapidly than wealth. The last relevantpart of the
explanation concerns movements in the stock market. Stock marketgains
averaged (as a share of income) 9.2%, —2.9% and 6.0% in the 1954—66, 1968—78
and 1980-85 periods. These gains alter the wealth-income ratio(the negative—31—
gains in the middle period explain the break down in thenegative relationship
between income growth and the wealth ratio) and also havea small direct impact
on the saving rate.
C. The Corporate Veil and Denison's Law
A question often asked Is: do households directly alter theirsaving in
response to changes in corporate saving (Feldstein 1973)? The answerusually
given is yes, to a significant extent (Howrey andHymans 1978 and von
Furstenberg 1981). That is, the coefficient on corporate saving when it is
added to a personal saving equation generally lies between—0.45 and -0.7 and
is statistically different from zero. If weregress official NIPA saving on
the variables in column 1 plus official NIPAcorporate saving, we get a similar
result (coefficient of -0.44 with standard error of0.23). However, this
estimate comes from an equation in which bothpersonal and corporate saving are
mismeasured. More importantly, the measurementerrors are negatively
correlated; personal saving is too high during inflationaryperiods and
corporate saving is too low. When the series are corrected, i.e.,personal
saving is lowered by the household inflation premium adjustment(and augmented
by the other adjustments) and corporate saving is raisedby the corporate
inflation premium adjustment, the coefficienton corporate saving is positive
(0.21 with a standard error of 0.13).
Even earlier, Denison (1958) focused attention on therelative stability
of the gross private saving rate. He argued that, formany purposes, analysis
of the total private saving rate is moreappropriate than considering the
personal and corporate saving components separately. He stated:"Indeed, it
was the clear tendency, readily observable even in the dollarfigures, for
personal saving and corporate saving to move in offsetting fashionthat first
led me to deal directly with total saving (p. 264)."Later work by David and
Scadding (1974) and others confirmed this relationship. When officialgross—32—
saving rates are plotted for the 1952—85 period, the negative correlation
between them is, indeed, "readily observable"; moreover, the simple correlation
coefficient is -0.31. However, such a relationship is not observable between
the adjusted saving rates, and their simple correlation coefficient is 0.25.
Thus, the often noted negative correlation between the personal andcorporate
saving rates, either gross or net, appears to be due to the negatively
correlated inflation premia inappropriately contained in the officialsaving
measures.
The absence of a negative relation between household and businesssaving,
correctly measured, does not mean that households do not respond rationally to
corporate real wealth accumulation. If corporations were to generate an
additional dollar of retained earnings through wise investments, the market
value of corporate equity would rise. If the higher retainedearnings were not
expected to continue, then the equity value would increase by $1 and
households, by our estimates, would consume 1.5 cents (the coefficienton
unexpected corporate equity gains) in the current year and 4.0 cents (the
wealth coefficient) in subsequent years. If retained earningswere expected to
be higher in perpetuity, then the market value ofcorporate equity would rise
by a multiple, say $25, and households would consume 36 cents of the initial$1
(0.015 times $25) and $1.00 (0.040 times $25) in each of thesubsequent years.
IV. Summary and Conclusion
Personal and private saving rates have hit post—1950 lows in the1980s
according to official saving statistics. The average personalsaving rate for
1983-85 was 5.6 percent, less than any year in the 1950—82period and 20
percent below the average rate for that period. Theaverage private saving
rate for 1982-85 was 8.6 percent, less thanany year in the 1950-81 period and
23 percent below the average rate for that period.—33—
But the official statistics containa number of conceptual measurement
errors. The major ones are:(1) treating net investment in consumer durables
as consumption, (2) effectively treating net investmentin government
retirement plans, especially socialsecurity, as taxes, and (3) counting as
interest income that part of interest receivedwhich is both due to inflation
and available to compensate for inflation'serosion of fixed—valued asset
stocks. The first two errors cause theofficial personal and private saving
rates to understate the true rates; the lastcauses an overstatement of both
rates, although less for private saving because theprivate sector is a smaller
net creditor than is the personal sector.
The consumer durables correction ishighly cyclical and generally raises
saving rates by between 1½ and 4½ percentagepoints over the 1950-85 period.
The retirement contributionscorrection, in contrast, has a strong upward
trend, adding 2 percentage points to savingrates in the early l950s but 7
percentage points in the l980s. The inflationpremium correction also has an
upward trend, rising from zero to 4¼percentage points (for personal saving) in
the early 1980s, before tailing off. Thedifference between these trend
adjustments raises the official personal andprivate saving rates by increasing
amounts between 1951 and the middle 1970s.
Because of this trend in our adjustments,our adjusted saving rates in
the middle l980s are generally higher thanthe rates during the 1950—65 period
and only slightly below theaverages for the entire 1950-85 period. For
adjusted personal saving, the rate for eachyear so far in the l980s exceeds
every year in the 1958—63 period, and the adjustedrate for 1984—85 exceeds the
rate in every year in the 1954—64span. Moreover, the 1984—85 rate is only a
half percentage point below the 1950-83average, in contrast to the 1½—34—
percentage points the official rate is below its 1950—83 average. The adjusted
personal saving rate was low in 1954-64, high in 1966—78 and then slightly
below average in 1980—85.
Basically, the same description holds for the adjusted private saving
rate which so far in the 1980s is'slightly below the 1950—85 average, but above
its value during most of the l950s and early 1960s. More specifically, the
1984—85 rate exceeds the rate in every year between 1952 and 1963, except 1955.
Further, the adjusted private saving rate in 1984-85 is only a quarter
percentage point below the 1950-83 average, in contrast to the two percentage
point difference in the official private saving rate in these periods. The
adjusted private saving rate was low in 1952-63, high in 1964—79 and only
slightly below average so far in the 1980s.
In contrast to personal saving, corporate saving has been less volatile
than the official statistics indicate. The official rate has been especially
low during high inflation periods (1974—75, 1980—82). When the inflation—
premium correction is added (some of corporate interest expense is simply
compensation for declines in the real value of their debt), these low values
are smoothed out. The inflation-premium corrections, for both corporate and
personal saving, have another interesting effect: they remove the negative
correlation between personal and corporate saving. For the 1950—85 period, the
official personal and corporate saving rates, where disposable personal income
is the denominator, exhibit a correlation of —0.23; the adjusted savingrates,
where adjusted disposable income is the denominator, have a correlation
coefficient of 0.22. That is, earlier evidence on households "seeing through
the corporate veil" reflected measurement errors in the two series (the
negatively correlated inflation-premia). Households respond rationally to
corporate retentions that raise stock prices and thus wealth; they do not
irrationally respond to retentions that are not viewed as increasing wealth.—35—
To summarize, private saving has beenrelatively robust in recent years,
according to our adjusted saving series. Whilethe rate is below peak rates in
the 1970s, it is close to theaverage rate for the 1950—82 period. On the
other hand, the decrease in federalgovernment saving in the 1982-85 period,
rather than being a one—timeaberration, is simply the continuation ofa trend
starting in the l960s.—36—
Footnotes
1. See, for example, the studies by Auerbach, Kane, and Jianakoplos in
Hendershott (1985).
2. As straight-forward as this definition is, conceptual and practical
difficulties exist in the determination of what constitutes an increase in real
resources, not the least of which is measuring changes in unfunded pension
wealth (private and social security), a task requiring heroic assumptions about
future legislation, tax treatment and discount rates. See, for example, the
studies by Auerbach and Hendershott and Peek (Chap. 3) in Hendershott (1985b).
3. See Hendershott and Peek (l985a).
4. Rather than being retained, capital was withdrawn from these enterprises at
an annual rate of $64 billion over the 1982-85 period.
5. For a fascinating analysis of the illogic of government accounting methods,
including those for social security, see Kotlikoff (1986).
6. We also considered an accelerated-depreciation adjustment for business
saving. When capital purchases are written of f faster than capital
productivity erodes, taxes on current profits are postponed. In effect,
businesses are borrowing interest free to reduce current taxes, and thus saving
is overstated. The overstatement of saving is the implicit amount firms are
borrowing in order to be able to pay the extra taxes that will come due when
economic depreciation on today's investment eventually exceeds tax
depreciation. However, the extra taxes only come due to the extent that the
business shrinks or depreciation allowances are made less generous in the
future. For an ongoing concern that does not expect a shortening of tax lives,
the implicit amount borrowed is zero; the deferral is a permanent gift.—37—
7. To be complete, we should alsoimpute income from the use of durables to
consumption. However, the same imputation would be madeto personal income,
leaving saving unaffected.
8. Blades and Sturm (1982) claim to havemade this adjustment, but we do not
know how accrued interest (either therate of return on social security or the
stock of accumulated contributions to whichit is applied) could be calculated.
9. See Park (1986) and articles citedtherein for a more detailed discussion of
the tax liabilities series.
10. The inflation adjustment was firstaddressed by Poole (1972). His measure
of the inflation premium in disposable incomewas Constructed as:
YPREM = YINT,
where iT,RCB,and YINT represent the anticipated inflationrate, the corporate
bond rate, and net interest income.
11. In terms of Table 1, this stockequals the integrated household holdings
(column 3) of other deposits and credit marketassets plus life insurance and
pension fund holdings of the same assets (whichare implicit in household
insurance and pension reserves) minus otherdebt, all at market values.
12. The TXINT series is constructed fromdata contained in annual issues of the
U.S. Internal Revenue Service's Statistics ofIncome, Individual Income Tax
Returns. Following Wright (1969), the taxrate is calculated as a weighted
average of the marginal personal income tax rate for eachadjusted gross income
class. The weight for each class isequal to its share of the total interest
received by all income classes.—38—
13. This is not meant to suggest that we think the real interest rate was
constant; ample empirical evidence exists that the real rate has varied
cyclically (Hendershott and Huang 1985, for example). However, during the
1950—80 period this variation has been on the order of only two percentage
points. Moreover, the variation in the rate built into interest income is
substantially less given the lags with which this income reflects rate
movements. In contrast, interest income incorporates a major (six to eight
percentage point) trend increase in expected inflation between 1950 and 1980.
14. In terms of Table 1, this stock equals nonfinancial corporate (column 4)
other debt less other deposits and credit market instruments, all at market
values. The after—tax premium can be calculated directly because nontaxable
interest income of corporations is negligible.
15. Because this study is primarily concerned with private saving, the
adjustment to federal government saving is incomplete, e.g., government net
investment in tangible capital should be included as net investment inconsumer
durables is included in household saving. We have made only these adjustments
to government saving that are required by our adjustments to privatesaving.
16. We thank Edward McKelvey for emphasizing the general problem of bias in the
estimated coefficients on the adjustment variables. Technically, bias will
exist if a variable is correlated with the error term. As noted in thetext,
this is likely to be true for the consumer durables adjustment but not for the
other adjustments.
17. While the real after—tax interest rate has a negligible directimpact on
personal saving, this rate has a major indirect impact through capital gainson
tangible wealth (Hendershott and Peek, 1985a).—39-
18. The Federal Reserve series
exhibits surprising volatility(especially
troubling is a $4½ billion decline in the stateand local component in 1979
followed by a $10 billion increase in1980). Holloway (1987) presents an
alternative series excluding
military federal employees. When we use his
series for state and local employeesand the Federal Reserve's federal
employee's series (about one-quarter of thetotal), the estimated coefficient
and its standard error both riseby nearly 50 percent. The pension coefficient
is still more than two standarddeviations from zero and less than twostandard
deviations from minus unity.
19. The coefficient and its levelof significance are much higher whenminutes
to midnight is included in anequation explaining official NIPA personalsaving
without the saving adjustments. Whencombined with the regressors included in
column 1, the coefficient is 0.0049 witha t—statistic of four.
20. Because corporate equitiesaccount for such a large proportion of the
movement in total household wealth,we reestimated our final equation with
wealth separated into twocomponents: corporate equities andnoncorporate—
equity wealth. The noncorporate equitycomponent has the larger impact
C— .0477 versus —.0333),but the coefficients are notStatistically different
(their standard errors are about 0.012).—40—
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